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Rail Sector publishes high level vision of rail transport in 2050 

Rail is vital to the well-being of Europe’s society and the strength of its economy. To maintain 

and develop this role in the future, the sector has identified the significant challenges that it 

needs to meet to protect the social, economic and environmental fabric of society and 

develop rail as a transport mode.  

 

(Paris / Brussels, 28 February 2013) In collaboration with a significant number of stakeholder 

groups, the rail sector on 26 February 2013 launched its pan-sector long term vision for rail.  

Entitled Challenge 2050, this is the European rail sector’s shared perception of where the 

rail system could be by 2050.   

Challenge 2050 sets out to orient and guide the railway sector, as well as policy makers and 

other stakeholders, to enable the innovation and investment on which sustainable mobility in 

Europe depends.  

The document takes account of the European Commission’s 2011 White Paper on Transport 

but also identifies a significant set of business challenges and makes a commitment to 

addressing them. It takes cognisance of the Shift²Rail initiative and it is anticipated that this 

document will be a useful focus for the development of ideas for future innovation through 

the EU Framework Programme “Horizon 2020” either as direct projects or via ERRAC and its 

RailRoute 2050 and the FOSTERRAIL project. 

It is intended to encourage delivery of a business-led vision for the sector as a whole, 

describe how rail will meet the challenges of the modern rail era and to describe the role rail 

should play in the development of Europe as a global region. 

 



It identifies a significant number of goals that are complementary to the vision and which will 

support a rail system that is responsive to the needs of Europe’s citizens.   

 

It has been endorsed by the following major rail stakeholders:  

 

 Community of European Railway and Infrastructure Managers (CER)  

 European Freight and Logistics Leaders Forum (F&L) 

 European Infrastructure Managers (EIM) 

 European Passengers’ Federation (EPF) 

 European Passenger Train and Traction Operating Lessors’ Association (EPTTOLA) 

 European Rail Freight Association (ERFA) 

 European Rail Research Advisory Council (ERRAC) 

 European Shippers’ Council (ESC) 

 International Association of Public Transport (UITP) 

 International Union of Private Wagon Owners (UIP) 

 International Union of Railways (UIC)  

 The Association of the European Rail Industry (UNIFE) 
 

Rail has a pivotal role in delivering a competitive and environmentally-friendly transport 

system, growing the economy, enhancing personal mobility and supporting social cohesion. 

The rail system has adapted and will continue to adapt, enabling further modal shift and 

maintaining its position as the mode of choice, consistently and the sector is confident that 

Challenge 2050 will provide the launchpad for the future. 

The document has been produced in a collaborative manner with contributions from all the 

main stakeholders coordinated on their behalf into the existing version by the UIC’s 

European team. Electronic copies can be obtained from any of the contact points below. 

 

CONTACTS –  

UIC: (Challenge 2050): Simon Fletcher: fletcher@uic.org – (Media): Marie Plaud: plaud@uic.org 

UITP: Andrew Canning: andrew.canning@uitp.org 

ESC: Laurent d’Hont : l.dhont@europeanshippers.eu 

UIP: Maria Price: maria.price@uiprail.org   

CER: Eva Böckle: eva.boeckle@cer.be  

EIM: Christian Dahm: christian.dahm@eimrail.org  

ERFA: Pierre Tonon: pierre.tonon@erfa.be  

UNIFE: John Harcus: john.harcus@unife.org 

EPF: Stijn Lewyllie: stijn.lewyllie@treintrambus.be  

F&L: Franco Castagnetti: Sec@EuropeanFreightLeaders.eu 

EPTTOLA: Laurence Gregory: Laurence.Gregory@angeltrains.co.uk  

ERRAC: Refer to UIC or UNIFE 
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